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the gmt master ii is the ultimate cosmopolitan watch with a dedicated 24 hour hand and a 24 hour graduated two colour
rotatable bezel it displays a second time zone in addition to the conventional time gmt master ii one movement two time zones
combining a two colour rotatable bezel and an additional 24 hour hand the gmt master ii is a tool watch that simultaneously
displays two time zones to provide travellers with a permanent link between here and there gmt function two time zones at
once rolex unveils two new versions of the gmt master ii both equipped with a cerachrom bezel insert in grey and black
ceramic made of oystersteel they offer more discreet colour tones subtly revealing their personality by way of a green 24 hour
hand a paragon of robustness and reliability the 40 mm oyster case of the new gmt master ii is guaranteed waterproof to a
depth of 100 metres 330 feet its middle case is crafted from a solid block of oystersteel a particularly corrosion resistant alloy
the oyster perpetual gmt master ii was designed to display the time in two different time zones simultaneously robust and
functional it is the ideal watch for criss crossing the globe in function as well as in name the gmt master ii evokes long distance
travel across time zones for years the idea of somehow finding a way to get a new rolex pepsi gmt master ii loomed large over
my head the rolex ref 1675 gmt master was a seminal experience in my appreciation of any watch more modern than a pocket
watch from 1920
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rolex gmt master ii in connection with the world rolex May 25 2024 the gmt master ii is the ultimate cosmopolitan watch with a
dedicated 24 hour hand and a 24 hour graduated two colour rotatable bezel it displays a second time zone in addition to the
conventional time
rolex gmt master ii one movement two time zones rolex Apr 24 2024 gmt master ii one movement two time zones combining a
two colour rotatable bezel and an additional 24 hour hand the gmt master ii is a tool watch that simultaneously displays two
time zones to provide travellers with a permanent link between here and there gmt function two time zones at once
the new gmt master ii echoing emotions rolex Mar 23 2024 rolex unveils two new versions of the gmt master ii both
equipped with a cerachrom bezel insert in grey and black ceramic made of oystersteel they offer more discreet colour tones
subtly revealing their personality by way of a green 24 hour hand
the new gmt master ii chasing new horizons newsroom Feb 22 2024 a paragon of robustness and reliability the 40 mm
oyster case of the new gmt master ii is guaranteed waterproof to a depth of 100 metres 330 feet its middle case is crafted from
a solid block of oystersteel a particularly corrosion resistant alloy
the rolex gmt master ii models newsroom Jan 21 2024 the oyster perpetual gmt master ii was designed to display the time in
two different time zones simultaneously robust and functional it is the ideal watch for criss crossing the globe in function as
well as in name the gmt master ii evokes long distance travel across time zones
hands on the new grey and black rolex gmt master ii in Dec 20 2023 for years the idea of somehow finding a way to get a new
rolex pepsi gmt master ii loomed large over my head the rolex ref 1675 gmt master was a seminal experience in my
appreciation of any watch more modern than a pocket watch from 1920
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